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Welcome
This issue is all about traditions and the history behind them. I have
a fair few just for the Christmas period let alone the rest of this
magazine quarter! If you need some help to get in the Christmas
spirit there are some great lists of things in the Christmas article.
Would you believe we are covering Pancake Day and Valentine’s
Day in this quarter?! It seems so far off with everything Christmassy,
but it’s really only two months away!

Kelly Luscombe
Editor

Hopefully you will all have a lovely Christmas and New Year, but
we spare a thought for those less fortunate and those who can
not be we loved ones.

Get Social!
Connect with us...
facebook.com/sparrowschool

twitter.com/sparrowschool

instagram.com/suzannesparrowplymouth

Contact Us
Web: 				www.sparrow.co.uk
Magazine Email: 		
thetimes@sparrow.co.uk
Admissions Email:		
study@sparrow.co.uk
Telephone:			
+44 1752 222700

Wishing you all a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.

Suzanne Sparrow
Chairman
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New Pound Coin

We welcomed back Elisabeth Derrien and
her sister.

We now have a new 12-sided coin for
our pound currency. The old rounded
coin is now no longer accepted, so if you
have any old coins and you are coming
over to study please make sure you do
not bring these with you as they will not
be accepted.

NSPCC
We are proud to sponsor a garland placed at the
Theatre Royal for the annual Festival of Trees. The
money raised will go towards helping the NSPCC
continue to work to protect children which includes
Childline, the Speak Out Stay Safe programme and
the Plymouth service centre.

Well Done!
Well done to our ISEN TOULON engineering students from
July / August who achieved a 100% pass rate in the Cambridge
First Certificate.
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In Conversation With...
Sally Magee
WHAT GETS YOU OUT OF
BED IN THE MORNING?
Not a lot! I am notoriously
not a morning person.
Having said that, I got a kitten 3 weeks ago and I
foolishly worry about her being lonely and hungry so
I’ve been a bit quicker to get out of bed since she’s
been around!
WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST ACHIEVEMENT TO DATE –
PERSONAL OR PROFESSIONAL?
I got married in 2016, and 6 days later I did a Super
Sprint Triathlon at Blenheim Palace. I’m not a very
sporty (or indeed fit) person, so I’d been training for the
triathlon for longer than I’d been planning my wedding,
but in the end it sort of got lost in the celebrations.
It was far and away my biggest achievement, though,
because it was so far removed from my normal life. I
haven’t done any events this year, but I’m signing up
for another triathlon in 2018, and this time there’ll be
no wedding to overshadow it!
WHAT DOES A TYPICAL WORKING DAY LOOK LIKE
FOR YOU?
There’s no such thing as a typical working day at
Suzanne Sparrow! If we don’t have any groups in
school I spend my time looking at our administration
processes so that we’re certain that we are doing
everything that we need to to fulfil our duty of care
to our students. I look at our policies, our documents
and our handbooks to check that they meet British
Council standards and I chase students, group leaders
and homestay providers to make sure that we have all
the information we need. I also liaise with Plymouth
City Council and the Social Care team when we have
students who are in foster placements.
If we have groups in school my days are very different.
Most of my time is spent talking to group leaders
about homestay accommodation problems, activity
programme questions and how students are going to

get home. These days can be very busy and very long
if there are a lot of students in school, with non-stop
questions and interruptions, but sometimes they’re
my favourites.
WHAT IS YOUR MOST TREASURED POSSESSION?
I’m not really in to things, so my most treasured
possession is probably my Care Bear Love-a-lot who
I’ve had since I was 4 and still sleep with every night.
Aww.
WHERE IS YOUR FAVOURITE PLACE IN THE UK TO
BE?
With the people I love. It sounds corny, but it’s true.
And if we can all be on Porth Beach in Newquay (on
the Whipsiderry side, sheltered by the rocks with the
children playing in the river and the adults reading
their books) then so much the better.
WHAT IS YOUR MOTTO OR PERSONAL MANTRA?
It’ll be all right in the end, and if it’s not all right it’s not
the end.
This isn’t original, and it’s certainly not unique to me,
but a very dear friend gave me this advice at just the
right moment and I’ve held it with me ever since.
WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE LINE FROM A FILM?
Anything Keanu Reeves says in his surfer-dude voice
(think “Whoa” from Bill and Ted), but my all time
favourite is “I am an F. B. I. Agent!” from Point Break.
WHAT IS YOUR GUILTY PLEASURE?
I don’t feel guilty about much, so this is a hard one! I
suppose I love rubbish telly. Things like Say Yes to the
Dress, America’s Next Top Model, Once Upon a Time
and the Vampire Diaries: the more rubbish the better.
My husband certainly thinks I should feel guilty for
watching it, but generally I just feel the pleasure!
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Making the Internet a safer place
share

Are you planning to buy technology for your child this
Christmas? Game consoles, laptops, mobile phones,
tablets, there are so many devices that have access to
the internet and we need to be aware not only of what
children are accessing, but also who has access to our
children through the internet.
There has never been a time when children have been
more exposed to the world than today. It is no good
simply believing your child is safe when they are at

home, if they have access to the internet, they are
still accessible to the outside world. We all have a
responsibility to ensure children are safe when they
are online.
To make sure you are aware of how to make this
happen below is an online safety guide from NWG
Network. Also visit www.saferinternet.org.uk for more
advice on ways to keep children safe online.

Online Safety Guide
Children’s use of the internet is becoming more mobile and interactive
offering young people more opportunities to interact and meet new people,
so it’s never been more important to make sure you are helping your child
stay safe in the digital world.

15 hours
a week
Children’s internet use
has reached record highs,
5-15 year olds spend
15 hours a week online

2x
The number of children
with a social media profile
doubles between the age
of 10 and 11. 43% of 11 year
olds have a social profile

Get in control
of parental controls

44%

44% of 5-15 year olds
have their own tablet
and together with
smartphones are
the most popular
for going online.

Managing privacy
settings on apps
11-15 year olds use on average 5 different
websites and apps to communicate with
friends at home, the most popular being
Instagram (60%).

If using a
smartphone, check
content lock is set

Set parental
controls on your
home broadband

Control app
downloads
and purchases

Whatsapp

Make the
games console
safe and secure

Use safety mode
on YouTube
and Google

If using social
networks, check
privacy settings

Go to internetmatters.org/controls
for step-by-step guides

Snapchat

Instagram

YouTube

If your child is using these networking
sites and respective apps, get up to
speed on how they can manage their
privacy settings with our “How to
guides”.

Go to internetmatters.org/
back-to-school to download
our “How to guides”.

Helping parents keep
their children safe online.
Source: http://www.stop-cse.org/helpful-resources/

Date to Remember: safer internet day 6th Feb 2018
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Flippin’ heck it’s Pancake Day
Tuesday, 13 February

Make your own
pancakes
Ingredients

Shrove Tuesday is the day before Lent which starts on
Ash Wednesday. The name Shrove comes from the
old English word ‘shriven’ meaning to go to confession
and confess one’s sins. As Lent always starts on a
Wednesday people went to confession the day before
making that day known as Shriven Tuesday and then
Shrove Tuesday.
The other known name for the day, Pancake Day,
comes from the practice of using up all the fattening
ingredients in the house so people were ready to
fast during Lent. The fattening ingredients that most
people had during this time were milk and eggs and
combining them with flour made pancakes.
This tradition, which is over 1000 years old, has
continued today and in Britain there are towns and
villages which hold pancake tossing competitions and
pancake races, where you have to run with a frying pan
and toss the pancake at the same time!
In total, Brits consume a total of 53 million eggs on
Pancake Day, that’s 22 million more than any other day!
The most flips anyone has done with a single pancake
is 349 flips in two minutes. The highest pancake toss
reached 329cms high.

100g plain flour
2 large eggs
300ml milk
1 tbsp sunflower or vegetable oil, plus a little
extra for frying
lemon wedges, to serve (optional)
caster sugar, to serve (optional)
Method
1. Put the flour, eggs, milk, 1 tbsp oil and a
pinch of salt into a bowl or large jug, then
whisk to a smooth batter. Set aside for
30 mins to rest if you have time, or start
cooking straight away.
2. Set a medium frying pan or crêpe pan over
a medium heat and carefully wipe it with
some oiled kitchen paper. When hot, cook
your pancakes for 1 min on each side until
golden, keeping them warm in a low oven
as you go.
3. Serve with lemon wedges and sugar,
or your favourite filling. Once cold, you
can layer the pancakes between baking
parchment, then wrap in cling film and
freeze for up to 2 months.

The firm favourite topping for pancakes
in Britain is lemon and sugar, but there
are a variety of toppings both sweet and
savoury you can choose from. You can
see from the chart the favourites for
our pancakes, but the weirdest pancake
toppings have to be sour cream and
caviar, ketchup and mustard, peanut
butter and ice cream, coco pops and
cream, cream cheese and strawberries.
What will you be putting on your
pancakes this Pancake Day?
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It’s Christ
It’s

that wonderful time of year again of family, friends,
good food, excitement and PRESENTS! We are full of

festive cheer as the Christmas celebrations have already started
in Plymouth and there is plenty to entertain you for this season.
We have been busy making a lists (and checking them twice!) of
all the festivities happening around Plymouth and some more
Christmas lists to keep you occupied.
Board games are making a comeback so we’ve included them
in the list of things to do at Christmas. There are two types of
family when it comes to board games at Christmas; those who
play harmoniously and congratulate the winner and then there
are those where it breaks down in utter chaos and someone ends
up flipping the board!
Christmas is a great excuse to eat as much as you want and also to
eat and drink things at times you wouldn’t normally. Chocolate first
thing after you open your selection box or your advent calendar,
some may have alcohol for breakfast in their eggnog or bucks fizz
and then picking at left over turkey at night!
The new ‘in’ thing now is awaiting the Christmas drinks menu
at popular coffee shops. You can find Gingerbread Latte, Toffee
Nut Latte, Fudge Hot

Chocolate and Black

Forest Hot Chocolate

are just some of the

delights you can find

around the festive

period.

JINGLE BELLS
Dashing through the snow
In a one-horse open sleigh
O’er the fields we go
Laughing all the way
Bells on bobtail ring
Making spirits bright
What fun it is to ride and sing
A sleighing song tonight!
Chorus:
Jingle bells, jingle bells,
Jingle all the way.
Oh! What fun it is to ride
In a one-horse open sleigh.
Jingle bells, jingle bells,
Jingle all the way;
Oh! What fun it is to ride
In a one-horse open sleigh.
A day or two ago
I thought I’d take a ride
And soon, Miss Fanny Bright
Was seated by my side,
The horse was lean and lank
Misfortune seemed his lot
He got into a drifted bank
And then we got upsot.
[Chorus]
Now the ground is white
Go it while you’re young,
Take the girls tonight
and sing this sleighing song;
Just get a bobtailed bay
Two forty as his speed
Hitch him to an open sleigh
And crack! You’ll take the lead.
[Chorus]
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tmas!
Making a list
Checking it Twice
Lists for all situations to see you through the festive period
Songs to Sing

Things to Eat

Board Games

Jingle Bells
Frosty the Snowman
Silent Night
Santa Claus is Coming to Town
Fairytale of New York
Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas
White Christmas
Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer
I Wish It Could Be Christmas Everyday
The Little Drummer Boy/Peace on Earth

Mince Pies
Christmas Pudding
Christmas Cake
Pigs in Blankets
Turkey
Yule Log
Stollen Cake
Brussels Sprouts
Cranberry Sauce
Quince Cheese (look it up!)

Trivial Pursuit Family Edition
Very British Problems
The Logo Board Game
Scrabble
Monopoly
221b Baker Street
Cluedo
Articulate!
Snakes & Ladders
Pictionary

Films to Watch

It’s a Wonderful Life
Elf
National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation
A Christmas Carol
Scrooged
The Snowman
Miracle on 34th Street
A Muppet Christmas Carol
Arthur Christmas
The Santa Clause

Things to Do (in Plymouth)

Snowflake Trail 26 Nov - 7 Jan
Christmas Lights Switch On
Santa Fun Run
Christmas Market
Nutcracker Story Telling in Plymouth Market
Meet Father Christmas arriving by life boat
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Student Corner
Excursion to Looe and Lanhydrock by Nicole Hänzi
Despite the fact that the weather was not sunny at all, everyone was looking forward to going to
the trip to Looe and Lanhydrock. We were driven in a little coach to Looe, where the weather was
slightly better. Tim showed us the way to the beach where a music festival was taking place. We
had about two and a half hours to explore the town. There were a number of lovely shops and
bakeries where you can buy traditional pastries.
In the afternoon we went to visit Lanhydrock, a marvellous country house surrounded by incredible
gardens. The house is unbelievably big. There were at least a dozen rooms just for the kitchen. It
was very interesting to wander around the house and to see how the people used to live there.
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Valentine’s Day*
Ever wondered where the ever-so prominent heart shape originated from?
It is recognised worldwide for the symbol of love, but
there was a time when the heart symbol was just used
for decorative purposes. It wasn’t until the 13th and
14th centuries that it started to become the symbol
of love when the idea of romantic love began to take
shape. During that time the heart was thought of as
books of memory.
“It didn’t mean love before the 13th and 14th centuries,”
says Eric Jager, author of The Book of the Heart and
medieval literature professor at UCLA.
“[People at the time] thought of our hearts as books of
memory, a place where God’s commands are written,
and [believed] feelings for the beloved were somehow
written on your heart,” says Jager. There were stories
imagining “female saints whose hearts are said to be
cut open after their death, and inside their hearts are
inscriptions indicating their love for God or Jesus.”

of the 14th century that the scalloped shape of the St.
Valentine heart, with a fold or dent in the base, made its
appearance.”
The more familiar shape that we recognise today seems
to have come on the scene when the Italian didatic
poem, Documenti d’amore by Francesco Barberino,
went viral. One of its illustrations, which included hearts,
was of a naked cupid standing on the back of a galloping
horse throwing arrows and roses at bystanders. Shortly
after this the scalloped heart began appearing in other
works including art and tapestries.
In the early 15th century, about 150 years later, the
tapestry “Le don du Coeur” (“The Gift of the Heart,” now
at the Louvre) portrayed a man holding a small red
heart. This was very much akin to the heart shape we
find everywhere on the lead up to Valentine’s day.

It’s not surprising the heart symbol is so closely linked
to the actual shape of an actual heart, “virtually all
representations of the heart show it being held by the
tip, with the base pointing upwards, thus conforming to
its actual position in the thoracic cavity,” according to
The Shape of the Heart, by the late Pierre Vinken, former
co-chairman of
the company that
publishes
the
medical journal
The Lancet.
“In the Middle
Ages, the pinecone-shaped
heart
was
represented
with a rounded
base,”
Vinken
wrote in a 2001
article published
in The Lancet. “It
was only during
the early years
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Season Recipe
Christmas Pudding
(vegetarian and non-alcoholic)

Ingredients

Method

180g Mixed dried fruits

1. Mix all the ingredients together thoroughly, adding

60g Dates – stoned and chopped

enough milk to give a soft dropping consistency.

60g Glacé cherries – chopped

2. Grease a 1.2 litre pudding basin.

60g Dried apricots – chopped

3. Cover with greased paper and foil, tie down securely.

90g Plain flour

4. Steam for 5 hours.

90g Fresh white breadcrumbs

5. Either serve immediately or let it cool uncovered, wrap

60g Dark soft brown sugar

in clean greased paper and foil and store until required

60g Vegetarian spread

(this will require steaming for 2 hours from cold).

60g Carrot – grated
60g Cooking apple – grated

Due to the lack of alcohol in this pudding, it cannot be

30g Walnuts – finely chopped

stored long term.

1 Egg
1tbs Black treacle
1tsp Mixed spice
Grated rind and juice of a lemon
Milk
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New
Year
Puzzle Corner
traditions

N

ew year’s eve marks the beginning of a
fresh start, a time when you can make
life and self improvements for the
coming year. Making resolutions on
new year’s eve has become a tradition and in the
first few months of the year gyms become packed
full of those with getting fit or losing weight on
the agenda. The numbers start to dwindle in the
latter months, with resolutions being broken and
old ways creeping back in! But that time is far off,
so make your resolutions and celebrate the new
year. Don’t forget to sing the traditional song of
Auld Lang Syne at midnight and have a read of
the history of the song (and the lyrics for those
who only remember the first verse and chorus!).
Why do we make resolutions for the
new year?
Today, resolving to improve your life and yourself
has become common practice, with many
resolutions involving getting fit! But where does
the tradition come from?
It is believed to have originated from the ancient
Babylonians some 4000 years ago where they
were also the first to celebrate the new year.
They would make promises to their gods to pay
their debts and return any borrowed objects.

Auld Lang Syne
Should old acquaintance be forgot,
and never brought to mind?
Should old acquaintance be forgot,
and old lang syne?
CHORUS:
For auld lang syne, my dear,
for auld lang syne,
we’ll take a cup of kindness yet,
for auld lang syne.
And surely you’ll buy your pint cup!
and surely I’ll buy mine!
And we’ll take a cup o’ kindness yet,
for auld lang syne.
CHORUS

For early Christians the first day of the new year
became traditional to think about past mistakes
and to resolve to do better in the new year.
Despite the tradition having religious roots,
resolutions today are mostly a secular practice.
Instead of making promises to the Gods, the
resolutions are made to themselves for selfimprovement and the opportunity for a fresh
start in the new year.
Auld Lang Syne
Auld (said as old) roughly translated to ‘days gone
by’ is a Scottish folk song which is sung by many
English speakers at the stroke of midnight on
New Year’s Eve. The poet Robert Burns is credited
with transcribing, adapting and partially rewriting
it in the late 18th century.
Although the song has been sung on New Year’s
Eve since the mid-19th century, it was in 1929
that Guy Lombardo and his band took the stage
at the Roosevelt Hotel in New York City on New
Year’s Eve and played Auld Lang Syne at midnight
which was broadcast on the radio. They went on
to perform the hit every year until 1976.

We two have run about the slopes,
and picked the daisies fine;
But we’ve wandered many a weary foot,
since auld lang syne.
CHORUS
We two have paddled in the stream,
from morning sun till dine;
But seas between us broad have roared
since auld lang syne.
CHORUS
And there’s a hand my trusty friend!
And give me a hand o’ thine!
And we’ll take a right good-will draught,
for auld lang syne.
CHORUS
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What’s on
CINEMA
To check what’s on at our local
cinemas please check websites
Vue Cinema
Barbican Leisure Park, Shapters Road, Coxside,
Plymouth PL4 0LG
Phone: 0345 308 4620
www.vue.com
Reel cinema
25 Derrys Cross, Plymouth PL1 2SW
Phone: 01752 225553
reelcinemas.co.uk
Plymouth Arts Centre
38 Looe St, Plymouth PL4 0EB
Phone: 01752 206114
plymouthartscentre.org
Jill Craigie Cinema / University of
Plymouth
Drake Circus, Plymouth PL4 8AA
Phone: 01752 585050
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/your-university/
peninsula-arts/film

PLYMOUTH UNIVERSITY
Lunchtime
talk:
Waves
and
Lighthouses
Dr Alison Raby from the University’s School
of Engineering shines a light on how Civil
Engineers are helping to keep our seas safe.
Using exciting research from the ongoing
STORMLAMP project, Dr Raby will reveal the
impact waves have on lighthouses across the
British Isles. This research is a development
of earlier work completed on the Eddystone
Lighthouse.
Tuesday 23rd January @ 13:10 - 14:00
Tickets cost £2 per person and advanced
booking is advised via the above link or pay on
the day if seats are still available.

Astronomical
Society
Plymouth
meetings
The Plymouth Astronomical Society (PAS)
meets every month at Plymouth University.
Society meetings are free to members and
visitors are very welcome to attend at a cost of
£2 on the door.
Friday 12 January: The Night Sky in
January
Caroline Herschel, an Astronomical Trailblazer,
by Sheila Evans
Wehner von Braun - Shooting for the Stars
(well, mostly), by Dr Mike McCulloch, lecturer
in Geomatics at the University of Plymouth
Friday 9 February: The Night Sky in
February
Astrophotography evening
Friday 9 March: The Night Sky in March
Title tba, by Professor David Southwood
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THEATRE
THE ENORMOUS TURNIP
Tuesday 28 November 2017-Saturday
13 January 2018
Living in their tiny shed squeezed in amongst
the garden tools, Mr and Mrs Chickweed’s
amazing prize-winning vegetables have taken
over everything! Before they retire, they can’t
resist planting one last seed, try for one more
champion vegetable and one more trophy!
PETER PAN
Friday 15 December 2017-Saturday 13
January 2018
Take a fairy tale flight to Neverland this
Christmas in the swashbuckling family
adventure Peter Pan. Join our high-flying hero
as he transports the Darlings on an adventure
they will never forget.
Tickets are available from the School
Hairspray,
Thursday 18th January @ 7.30pm
It’s Baltimore, 1962 where Tracy Turnblad,
a big girl with big hair and an even bigger
heart, is on a mission to follow her dreams
and dance her way onto national TV. Tracy’s
audition makes her a local star and soon
she is using her new-found fame to fight for
equality, bagging local heartthrob Link Larkin
along the way!
Tickets are available from the School

Matthew Bourne’s Cinderella,
Thursday 1st February, 7.30pm
Matthew Bourne’s interpretation of the
classic fairy tale, has, at its heart, a true wartime romance. A chance meeting results in a
magical night for Cinderella and her dashing
young RAF pilot, together just long enough to
fall in love before being parted by the horrors
of the Blitz.
Tickets are available from the School

OTHER EVENTS
Plymouth Christmas Market
30 Nov 2017 - 21 Dec 2017
The city centre Piazza will be completely
transformed as the Christmas Market sets out
more than 50 beautiful log cabin style stalls
The stalls, selling unique hand-crafted gifts
from the South West and further afield, will
be festooned in fairy lights offering warming
drinks, a Bavarian bar with heated seats, and
festive food to keep visitors going – perfect for
those chilly, late night shopping trips.
Snowflake Trail
26 November - 7th January
This is a great activity for families to enjoy a
walk across Plymouth’s stunning waterfront,
whilst following the trail map to locate the
snowflakes. Find any ten Snowflake names
from the trail map, write the name on the
back of the trail card, along with your contact
details, and you could win a PlayStation 4 or
one of the many fantastic prizes
Plymouth’s Titanic Exhibition 2018
27 Jan 2018 - 31 Jan 2018
Saturday - Wednesday @ 10:00 - 16:00
The exhibition will showcase a fascinating
selection of artefacts and memorabilia
relating to RMS Titanic and White Star Line, the
shipping company that created her. The items
on display will include White Star dishes and
cutlery, and original drawings and documents.
Venue: Duke of Cornwall Hotel £2 entry
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Through the Lens

The art for our beautifully
festive Christmas cards
was illustrated by Sarah
Smalldon

